
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The argument seems to be _________ questionable; and perhaps one
which follows is not altogether satisfactory, though both are characteristic.
1. rather

She seemed a nice, quiet little girl, and smiled _________ shyly as we
shook hands.
2. rather

You'll have no more use for it till you're _________ clear of me.3. quite

Was he _________ certain of his wishes?4. quite

The small iron rings, which are prominent enough to be _________
tiresome to the eye, were recently inserted for the use of those engaged in
cleaning the walls.

5. rather

No; I was not _________ awake.6. quite

Bertha spoke in _________ contemptuous tones, though they were not
wanting in pity.
7. rather

You can tell me nothing about it, girls, nothing that I do not perfectly
understand when you confide to me that you find vacation days _________
slow of pace.

8.
rather

After this exciting day matters seemed to move _________ languidly in the
school.
9. rather

Was it, after all, a wise move, Joan wondered _________ vaguely, as she
packed away her few possessions.
10. rather

This was, perhaps, _________ rash, but we felt that it was worth risking a
good deal to have something hot to drink.
11. rather

Our eyes met, and we smiled-Robert _________ ruefully.12. rather

You'll see _________ enough of it later on.13. quite

At length, perhaps _________ weakly, the latter gave way, and declared
himself ready to repeat the previous night's performance.
14. rather
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She's a very nice young lady, but counted _________ odd-like in her
ways.
15. rather

I was half afraid she was going to offer me one, for she looked at me
_________ wistfully, but I made a pretext to leave the room.
16.

rather

A _________ tedious day on board, but the occupation of watching the
coast, which is very fine, varied the monotony of the voyage.
17. rather

The stem is very short, thick, _________ deeply rooted.18. rather

But Tom Cameron looked at her _________ gloomily.19. rather

Of course the captain was not _________ ready.20. quite
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